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ZINDER-NIGER: Details on the discovery of a pyramid ...
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February 29, 2012, the Nigerian researcher in Egyptology, Master Souley Garba announced the discovery he made a
pyramid in the village of Dan Baki, 20 km from the city of Zinder. As explained by the researcher, there is even a
sphinx in front of the pyramid (the sphinx is a species of large statue of lion lying). Thus, the pyramid and sphinx are in
connection, he said.
Indeed, the discovery pyramid contains more than 40,000 gold objects. That means tons of gold, a valuable astronomical
wealth for the Niger and the World. This pyramid is one of the first of all mankind, according to the ancient texts and is in an
advanced state of deterioration, said Master Souley Garba noted before that there is another twin pyramid next to it that he
has discovered. Better, he says there is a whole line of pyramids are located in the region of Tanout (Zinder).
It should be noted that the Nigerian Egyptologist Master Souley Garba, made two important fundamental discoveries: First,
there is the discovery of the true language of the ancient Egyptians. According to him, the ancient Egyptians spoke Hausa'''',
a major commercial languages of West Africa to 41st in the world and is spoken by about 50 million people in Nigeria,
Cameroon, Niger, Ghana, Sudan, Benin , Burkina Faso and Togo. Better still, it also states that the hieroglyphs were written
in Hausa. This is thanks to the language he could read and decipher, after several years of research, the origin or the
starting point of the ancient Egyptians.
Master Souley Garba said that the ancient Egyptians say they appeared here'''' to'''' DARGAZA (Zinder) which means''
crown'' of God that is to say, the'' Sun God '' At the time of the'' bull''. And their territory being DARGAZA to the Red Sea
through the current Egypt and Yemen. And he has found the same key'''' reading hieroglyphics.

The second discovery is that of the pyramid, never opened and a sphinx in Niger to demonstrate and confirm all his
assumptions and arguments in front of the world. So, has directed slowly but surely on the path of the ancient Egyptians to
the top of this pyramid Dan Baki (20 km from the city of Zinder) reading his very ancient writings that guided he just made
the discovery.
On the occasion of this discovery, Mr. Garba Souley rests the question of human civilization with great simplicity and
humility.Who were they? What is left of them? What is the meaning of true human civilization? Answer: read the
hieroglyphics!Obviously this is history in reverse for too Cartesian, but by a simple law of evolution "the first shall be last and
the last shall be first," life is an eternal cycle of renewal. Map of the Republic of Niger is the image of the bull's head. So as
reading hieroglyphics Master Souley Garba, the starting point of humanity is the Niger, DARGAZA precisely!
Read below the interview the researcher in Egyptology, Master Souley Garba, given to Nigerian newspaper Patriot'' 15''.
Mocatar Gazoby.

What is it exactly?
Master Souley Garba: We have just discovered a pyramid in the Zinder region particularly in the village of Tambari near
Timini. It is 20 km west of Zinder. It is in this region that we have discovered a pyramid and sphinx. The Sphinx is a kind of
high statuette or if you want large lion statue lying. So we are looking sphinx pyramid. The pyramid are these kinds of
pyramids that have kinds of circular stairs, right up the top. So it is this discovery that we have to do.
THE PATRIOTE15: Congratulations, sir.
Master Souley Garba: This is the result of our work we have been making still 7années. And a private institute of the United
States of America in order to better understand the Egyptian civilization is not only that of the current Egypt we know but that
is also to Niger.
THE PATRIOTE15: Souley But Master, what has led you to this discovery?
Master Souley Garba: So basically if you want the original or the main cause that led us to this discovery, it is a study that
we conducted over the years and especially for 7 years Based on ancient hieroglyphic texts . The study of hieroglyphs has
allowed us to understand the language of the ancient Egyptians was the Hausa. Hieroglyphic text that has guided us and we
realized that there are pyramids in the Zinder region. Now, certainly this is confirmed very clearly. Thanks so the hieroglyphs
we could access the name of the village.
This is the village of Dan Baki, a village located about 2 km north of the village of Tirmini. We worked on an ancient
hieroglyphic text that speaks mainly Niger. According to this text, Egypt today is an extension, an outgrowth of the Republic
of Niger. In the distant past, that is to say, in ancient times, the Niger ruled Chad, Sudan, Egypt, Saudi Arabia and Yemen,
according to the teachings of the ancient Egyptian texts. This text then showed us not only to understand the history of
mankind qu'one not known or been deliberately obscured but also explains that there is not only pyramids in Egypt. There
are indeed pyramids in Niger.
THE PATRIOTE15: What about the pyramids found in Niger in terms of seniority? The pyramid you discover in
Zinder is it older or newer than those that are in Egypt?
Master Souley Garba: very good! The pyramid that we found in the region Tirmini indeed is much older than the current
Egypt. Because this one is already in advanced degradation but it was not open. And all those are found in the vicinity retain
their immense treasure. If the state gives us the archaeological excavation of the pyramid, we can find more than 40,000
objects Or A short distance from the pyramid there is his sister in the fields of the inhabitants.
THE PATRIOTE15 Master, tell us then there would be a field of pyramids in this region of Niger!
Master Souley Garba: Yes indeed. There is a whole line of pyramids of the city of Zinder to Tanout. So it was that the
pyramids there.
THE PATRIOTE15: Master where did the Egyptians finally? They had migrated to Tanout or Zinder Zinder to Tanout
to back to Egypt?
Master Souley Garba: Exactly according to the ancient hieroglyphic texts, the Egyptians were born or appeared in Tanout
and including DARGAZA and migrated to present-day Egypt to Yemen and then to the Red Sea. In hieroglyphic texts, they

speak their land or territory as extending Tanout up the Red Sea. That is why there are pyramids since Tanout to the edge
of the Nile. All this line forms a land dotted with pyramids boat.
THE PATRIOTE15: Is there Tanout name in hieroglyphic text?
Master Souley Garba: The name of Tanout is there and especially the name DARGAZA constantly recurs in the
hieroglyphic texts as the origin of the ancient Egyptians. DARGAZA means'' crown'' God'' they called the sun god!'' And if
you want the pyramids of Cairo area are called Guésah or Giza. There a relationship between Giza and DARGAZA. This is
the same group.
THE PATRIOTE15: What was the reaction of the Nigerian authorities at the time of this discovery?
Master Souley Garba: The Prefect of Miriah M. Alatmo Gaskiya reacted very favorably. It is itself informed and mobilized
Mayor Tirmini has gone to see the site. The population is rushed to the site. International and national media came. We
thank the Nigerian authorities for their prompt response and the population and the various trades who came to see the site
(lawyers, journalists, teachers, etc..).
THE PATRIOTE15: thank you master Souley Garba and congratulations.
Master Souley Garba: It is I who thank you. Thank you to all your readers.
Interview conducted by telephone live Dan Baki (common Tirmini) by Moussa NAGANOU

0# 116 MAHAMAN MOUSTAPHA 17-07-2013 3:11 p.m.
there are fools who may make boom
Quote

-1# 115 malam moussa 10-02-2013 1:35 p.m.
when I have read this info I have jumped from joie.Félicitati ons to the author of this découverte.Si it is true, the Niger will be
honored.
Up And that it is confirmed and deepened res cautious tones, catésien oblige.Il spirit is great hope that to yourself!
Quote

-2# 114 Malam Moussa 07-02-2013 4:53 p.m.
My God,
Why such a deafening silence around a sensational discovery also?
can only be nobody believes you?
Quote

-1# 113 sunna 29-09-2012 9:46
yes pyramid me you spoke this depuit 1900 existed north of Gouré in conton of kelle call aoullayi
Quote

-1# 112 Koujiggi 10-06-2012 11:32
Surprising in terms of discoveries! it is possible! Courage Master! Us it is our desire to see the Niger become the same brain
of humanity. Continue the research to prove it and that's all. This is not the work of master Souley only, it belongs to all
Nigerians.
Quote

-2# 111 Djibrilla ADAMOU 29-05-2012 4:48 p.m.
I am really very happy with the discovery of Master Souley Garba and I wish him luck!
Quote

-3# 110 NAISPUNDARD 25-05-2012 7:32
. Наш магазин является официальным представителем компании Teka
В нашем магазине вы можете купить полный ассортимент встраиваемой техники для вашей кухни, мойки teka, а
также мойки и смесители.
Со дня основания в 1924 году группа Teka направляет все свои ресурсы для достижения единственной цели улучшение качества . жизни миллионов своих потребителей
Инновационные технологии и следование самым высоким стандартам качества - вот два принципа, которые
привлекают внимание все большего количества потребителей во всем мире к продукции Teka.
Все этапы производственно the W. процесса, начиная с разработки эксклюзивного дизайна и заканчивая
внедрением разнообразных функций, постоянно совершенствуютс ÿ, непосредственно Ñ внимание уделяется
каждой детали. Потому что для компании Teka даже мелочи имеют значение.
Quote

2# 109 SOULEY 22-05-2012 3:36 p.m.
It is difficult for me to receive such a new issue without caution. If true, it would be of significant advances issue in the
perception of a distant past full of important information. I do not say that the Niger Fusse a little as the cradle of humanity,
but this country has hosted the science of his day was relatively well advanced. In order and the quest for authenticity in
direct relation to what science is, it is important to first learn more about the author of this rich discovery. Indeed, the name
"master" does not give me the point in its title that is associated strictly speaking auxiliary of the court. It is therefore, for me
anyway, to know in what capacity the so-called "master" has conducted research. My concerns have their roots in the
validation of these results. To do this accredited persons and voice acting internationally by the Knowledge Gateway (=
university) must vote in respect of intellectual property. It is nice to have but it is better to keep. Do not let such a treasure
vanish by an antithesis which could be easy to implement by malicious advocating inintelligenc e of a whole race. climbing
Let us work in the first step and then the next second will follow .... . Along the same lines, do not forget that the items
placed on the canvas are read by everyone, everywhere. Healing Our written (I am concerned) and value them. Sincerely.

Quote

-1# 108 hamadou 19-05-2012 2:35
it is very emu this discovery of how important faith for the Niger and the world entier.grand hat souley master.
Quote

-1# 107 rilwanou matter 08-05-2012 1:52
slt.si REALLY ds region zinder vs Mr souley have discovered the first pyramid containing more than 40mill gold objects pr
me it is high time that kom make informed nigerien public pr kon REALLY know history that according vs Niger is related
with civilization egyptienne.Merc i ............! !
Quote
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-2# 106 RUSSELLO 30-04-2012 4:55
A D2COUVERTE HIGH IMPORTANCE THAT CLAIMED A RECONSID2RER THE PRISM OF WESTERN TREND THAT
HAD TO BELIEVE THAT THE EGYPTIAN HERITAGE IS IN ANY "CAIRO ... HISTORY HISTORIOGRAPHY ANTHROPO
HISTORIA ETC ... ALL IS QUESTIONED FOLLOW THE BED OF STARTING FROM SAHARA AFRICA A ROUTE DEN

SOME KNOWN BUT SURELY FOR EVADING académico HISTORY AND POLITICAL DEMOSTHENO AISI VA A
DIFFERENCE THE MAN HIS IDENTITY WHICH CAN NOT BE BACK IN CAR DIVERTED FILIATION HUMAN AND HAD A
TOUJIOURS COURSE DESPITE THE SPEECHES UNNECESSARY AND STERILE.
Quote

-2# 105 Alhamadou Illa 25-04-2012 2:16
I m sorry for this late response if I'm in this category of people who swallow all rencontares I believe Mr souley says master
must respect this title say there are a ton of gold in his pyramid serious forgiveness he shows the index found and what is its
assessment instrument such monument formed by nature we have thousands in ADER thank you
Quote

1# 104 Kabirou oumarou 24-04-2012 24:19
Alhamdulillah, Allah that we preserve this treasure and attention to thieves outside.
Quote

0# 103 Zita 24-04-2012 8:15
Thank you master for this fabulous discovery. The world is witnessing the Niger is the cradle of civilization.
I really would like to see this wonderful discovery that is the pyramid, so I looked on Google Earth photos. I found the village
Tirmini but not the pyramids. Where are they exactly?
Quote

0# 102 endudgedorp 17-04-2012 4:04 p.m.
Сверхъестествен ное 7 сезон 19 серия онлайн - второй сезон борджиа - Смотреть фильм Мстители.
Quote

0# 101 Amadou ZAKARIA 16-04-2012 9:22
On behalf of all POWERFUL, I am very moved when I learned that good novelle.Que God forbid me Souley Garba. Niger is
one of the oldest of our planet earth. The state must mobilize necessary resources for this purpose for the delivery with the
aim to the eyes of his countrymen this wealth that God has given us. The State is you, me, him and me so I Souley Garba
calls all good wishes for a strong support in one way or another to the enjoyment of the Nigerian people as a whole.
Thank you.
Quote

0# 100 Lawali nasiru of sajonlawanta 14-04-2012 2:15 p.m.
Dan Allah way yauche za'abude Pramit qin to inza'abude dan Allah agayamana
Quote

0# 99 ABDOU ISSOUFOU 14-04-2012 1:33 p.m.
We remermercions Almighty for showing us the sign of his verse for us to remember the audela: nothing Merit worship
except Allah, the creator of choice (swa) and God help you in your search amen!
Quote

0# 98 Issoufou Harouna 13-04-2012 7:11
On behalf of all God Merciful, the Compassionate. Praise be to God, we ask him for help and forgiveness and implore us to
preserve our misdeeds and bad deeds. Whatever God leads in the right direction, no one can misguide, and that qil astray,
none can guide him on, I hope that Allah Almighty keep you in your search for Mr. Souley ameen
Quote

0# 97 Kevesoopits 12-04-2012 11:09
на этом ресурсе можно заказать противотуманные фары
Quote

